
Lesson Plan                                            Nicole Nunan

Class: yr 9 Date: 11/05/2012 Time: 8.35-9.35

KLA: music Topic: music for theatre- performance

Recent prior experience: students have been learning about recitative, practicing using Sibelius 
to notate recitative, and commencing work on their recitative assignments. Students are now 
equipped with the knowledge and skills to complete that task independently. Students have a 
performance assessment on the 29th of May and need to be prepared for this task- the next 2 
lessons will equip students with understanding of expectations in the performance task and how 
to use technology in the performance appraisal and reflective processes. 
This particular lesson will focus on equipping students with knowledge and understanding of 
technology so that they are not concerned about trying to understand it in the following lesson 
when they will be focusing on their performance. 



Syllabus outcomes:
1: ....
1.LA.3 -see how knowledge from one discipline can transfer to and transform knowledge in another
1. LA.5 - make decisions about how to learn something independently and in collaboration with others, including the 
use of ICT as a thinking and learning tool
2: The Student Understands and Applies the Inquiry Process
2.LA.1 - understand the possibility of multiple perspectives and partial explanations of phenomena being investigated
3: The Student Makes Considered Decisions
3.LA.4 - generate multiple viewpoints in relation to options and criteria for judging the quality of a decision
6: The Student Uses Information and Communication Technologies Effectively
6.LA.4 - become critical and creative users of ICT to develop and demonstrate their understanding of concepts and 
perspectives on issues, topics and ideas
6.LA.6 - use ICT to distribute information, collaborate, exchange ideas, present critical opinions and problem-solve with 
others
6.LA.10 - reflect on feedback to analyse and describe how their use of a particular ICT could be more effective in 
future communications
6.LA.11 - operate ICT purposefully and apply efficient operational sequences
6.LA.12 - use appropriate support when updating or learning new operational skills
6.LA.13 - consistently apply formats and conventions when undertaking individual and collaborative tasks
7: The Student Creates, Presents and Appreciates Artistic Works
7.LA.1 - learn about how artistic works may reinforce or challenge social and cultural beliefs
7.LA.3 - learn about how aesthetic values are constructed in a range of social and cultural contexts
7.LA.4 - learn about the language needed to analyse, talk, read and write critically  about artistic works
7.LA.5 - learn about technical terms and structural principles appropriate to the art form
7.LA.6 - learn to develop ideas for their own artistic works, drawing on the world around them and on the artistic works 
of others
7.LA.7 - learn to improvise and  experiment with different materials, tools, symbols, conventions and media involved in 
the tradition or style of the art form
7.LA.8 - learn to create their own artistic works in a chosen art form by applying specific skills, techniques, concepts 
and elements of the art form
7.LA.11 - learn to analyse the technical, expressive or aesthetic decisions an artist has made in order to convey 
meaning
7.LA.12 learn to interpret distinctive features and elements of particular artistic works and discuss their interpretations 
in relation to those of others
8: The Student Listens and Speaks With Purpose and Effect
8.LA.1 - understand and learn about listening and speaking as providing opportunities to examine issues, evaluate 
opinions, argue points, make judgements, build understanding and persuade others by using evidence and reasoning
8.LA.4 learn to listen and speak in discussions, conversations and oral presentation, including meetings, extended 
presentations, formal debates and group discussions
8.LA.9 learn to compare ideas, build on others' ideas, provide other points of view and reach conclusions that take 
account of aspects of an issue
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Syllabus outcomes:
5.LA.1 - explore own preferred 
role Ian group, through 
experiencing a variety of roles, 
and reflect on the 
effectiveness of their 
participation in this role to 
achieve the group goal. 
5.LA.5 - provide useful 
feedback to their peers in 
timely, confidante and 
respectful way 
5.LA.6 - assess their own 
contribution to the group or 
team and implement strategies 
to make improvements when 
necessary
5.LA.7 - reflect on the success 
of group management and 
learning in achieving agreed 
goal, and make adjustments 
where necessary. 
6.LA.10
6.LA.12

Indicators of learning:
1.LA.3 - students will apply 
knowledge from their speech 
presentation task today to the 
presentation of a music 
performance 
1.LA.5 - students will learn 
how to use iMovie and 
GarageBand in pairs and 
independently, using these 
computer programs as 
learning tools to assist them in 
evaluating their performance 
presentation skills 
5.LA.1 -variety of roles in their 
group- presenter and filmer 
5.LA.5 providing feedback to 
each other about individuals' 
presenting process
5.LA.6&7 to be started in this 
class through reflection on 
how pairs worked together in 
the filming process- achieved 
through class discussion of the 
challenges of the task. This will 
be expanded on in the next 
class where students will have 
the opportunity to implement 
strategies to improve their 
filming in pairs.  

Assessment:
1.LA.3 - class discussion of 
how the skills they required in 
their speech task today relates 
to a successful music 
performance 
1.LA.5 - teacher observation of 
students working in pairs and 
alone, furthered by class 
discussion and presentation of 
end products to demonstrate 
understanding and 
troubleshoot any issues that 
arose

Any safety issues:
Students will need separate, 
quiet spaces to be able to 
record their practice 
performances. Logistically, 
students need to be able to 
rehearse separately whilst duty 
of care is maintained. This is 
dependent upon maintaining 
sight of students- facilitated by 
glass panels in doors, blinds 
up windows and open doors. 
Instructions about 
expectations must be explicit 
to reduce likelihood of a 
student not staying on task. 

Resources:
Laptop for each student, headphones for each student, 
instruction/scaffolding task sheet, students to bring own 
instruments of use those in the music department. 
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Content & 
Indicators of 

Learning

Time Teaching Strategies /Learning Experience Resources

INTRODUCTION

2.5mins Warm up game using modelling - "7's" clapping game
- sitting on floor in a circle 
- this will get students moving (kinaesthetic involvement in 
preparation for physical performance later in class) and 
engage cognitive resources for retaining, recalling and 
manipulating sequences of movements. 

DEVELOPMENT

3mins
20
10
15

Staying on the floor I will explain the outcomes of the 
lesson and the expectations of students. 
- preparation for performance on May 29
- learn how to use technology to help us prepare and 
reflect on what we can work on- get the audience 
perspective
- today our first "performance" will be something we can 
all do on the spot - tell us about a style of music that you 
like
-model an example for students
Students will be in 4 groups - 2 in the classroom, 1 outside 
the glass window and 1 in the hallway. This ensures sight 
lines are kept with the teacher at all times. 
Students will have 20minutes to complete the task - 
roughly 5mins recording each and 10-15minutes for 
commentary recording. Then we will show our 
presentations to the class 15minutes (assessment of 
completing task)
- Discussion
What was challenging about the task? (ascertain students' 
understanding of how to use the technology. 
Burn disks together as a class. 
Remainder of time for performance practise. 
Students will be invited to talk to me if they have any 
questions about the task today or on Tuesday. 

Scaffolding 
sheets
Laptops
Headphones
Disks

CLOSURE

5 mins Students will be asked to pack up instruments and laptops 
in last 5 mins of class. 



LESSON EVALUATION

Achievement of learning outcomes? Today we didn't quite reach the point of recording all of the 
commentaries on the performances. We will continue with this in the 
double next week. I kept reiterating to students that the outcome of the 
lesson was to work on presentation skills, not so much the content of the 
speech. As students comprehended that they were working on primarily 
that one main outcome they calmed down and this facilitated deeper 
understanding and reflection on what they need to think about in 
performance presentation.   Need to address these further - 5.LA.5

Catering for individual differences, 
special needs, learning styles?

Students had scaffolding sheets, their partner and myself as resources 
for the task. The excellent thing about the task was that it didn't matter 
what the instrument or performance ability level of each student was. It 
was also a useful learning tool no matter what performance level 
students were at. Also, students had to look for their own achievements 
and areas for improvement. 

Resource appropriateness? The scaffolding sheets and program's together were comprehensive and 
I checked with the class at the end whether any of the instructions were 
confusing. The student feedback indicated that they could follow them 
well and problems they encountered were to do with false starts and 
communication with their partner - this relates particularly to 5.LA.1

SELF EVALUATION

I was very happy with today's lesson. There were many aspects of the teaching process that Sandra and I have 
discussed that I implemented into this lesson. These included being explicit with the students about duty of care and 
expectations (I planned where each group would be located for the task and made sure they all knew where I was, 
what they were expected to achieve and how long they had to do so), not supplying students with answers, but rather 
dieting them and helping them as to how they could solve various problems. I was very happy with my use of the 
scaffolding sheets for the task- so many questions came up and re simply troubleshooted by my referral to the sheet. 
Students soon relaid they should simply read the sheet again and follow instructions! I also felt very calm and relaxed 
and was able to draw links between the current activity and how it related to performance skills. The students 
demonstrated comprehension of this rationale and calmed down as they realised they were being eased into the 
eventuality performance. I've found this use of technology to be an excellent scaffolding tool that I will use again in 
future lessons! I w also very happy with how I negotiated with students what they would perform on Tuesday and came 
to an agreement for how they could perform together but still keep the focus on the individual in performance. 

ASSOCIATE TEACHER EVALUATION


